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INTRODUCTION
The hydros-en lines v/hich have been longest ^-cnov.Ti are the
four lying v^ithin the region of v'sve-lengths perceptible to the
human eye as light. These are denoted by Viff^^E^ ^Hy- and . The
first and the strongest line lies in the red, the second in the
blue-green, and the third and fourth in the violet. The,y are
conmonly referred to as the Balmer series, because it i-as Balmer
who, in 1885, made the extremely imDortant discovery that very
simple numerical relations exist betv;een the wave-lengths of the
individual lines in this series. This series has been given a
complete theoretical treatment,"'' and the present quantum theory
permits all the features of the hydrogen spectruu to be calcula-
ted without any approximations of a mathematical nature.
The lines of the atomic spectra of hydrogen are observed
to have a fine structure. The Balmer lines of hydrogen are com-
monly referred to as 'doublets' e.nfl a large amount of experimen-
tal v/ork has been done upon these doublets. The values found
for the separation agree very closely with those predicted by
theory
,
According to the Sommerfeld formula, when the relativity
correction is applied and the spinning electron of uoudsmit and
Uhlenbeck is also used eacn line of the series is not only a
Sommerfeld, ^tombau und Soektrallinen , P. 344.
2
Sommerfeld and unsOld
,
Zeits .f
.
Physik , 36 , 259( 1926) ; 58, 257 ( 1926)
3
S.Goudsmit and G .ii- .Uhlenbeck
,
Physica
, 6., 275 (1926).
c
doublet but is composed of five components'^. It has been lioDed
that a ™ethod could be devised for showing at least a third com-
ponent of a line in this series but up to the present time it
has not been accomplished.
The observation and measurement of these components is ex-
tremely difficult, because the intervals betv/een the lines are
small and the components are broad. In the visible region of
the spectrum, the difference in wave-length corresponding to the
quantity Al^ is only about one-tv;entieth to one-fifth of an iing-
strflm. Thus, in the Balmer series the lines onlj^ appear double
even in spectroscopic apparatus of high resolution.
COlViPRilHEiNiSITi; REYlW^i OF THE V/ORlv OF OTILniR livTESTIGATORS
mTd CRITIC ISLIS
There have been about thirty papers written on the ' doub-
let' separation of IIjc
, ,
and Hy.-, but only a fev; experiments to
verify the existence of the five components of v/hich each of
these lines are composed as predicted by the theoretical treat-
ment. The values of the doublet separation obtained by the lat-
est investigators of 'n^ agree very closely to .220 cm.""'" as pre-
dicted by theory. This paper is not concerned with trying to
improve on these values, but is concerned with the determination
of the presence of a third component by means of microphotometer
curves.
2Curves obtained by Janicki and Lau in 1925 by usinp: a
See theory of hydrogen line H-alpha, page 5.
Janicki and Lau, Zeits . f. Phvsik, 35, 1 (1925).
1
ILuramer plate do not "nave sufficient asynnietry and also too high
j
saddle height to shov/ the presence of a third component. These
same remarks apply to other investigators using this method un-
til 1927, v.'hen Kent, Taylor and r'earson,'^ using two crossed Lum
mer plates, obtained curves with asymmetry and very little sad-
dle height. The disadvantage here is that the curves are very
ragged and irregular due to the fact that the microphotometer
slit had to he very short.
The latest works on obtaining patterns to date are those o
Lev/is, Spedcing, Shane, and Orace, V^'illiams and G-ibbs
,
and
V. Houston". These investigators used the etalon and the pat-
tern given by this interferometer is curved. With a curved pat
tern the resolving povv'er of the microphotometer is less, unless
the slit of the instrujiient is short which indeed results in an
irregular microphotometer curve due to the grain of the photo-
j
graphic plate. This is the difficulty encountered in the cross
ed Lummer plate pattern obtained by i^ent
,
'iaylor and x'earson al
luded to above
.
REASON FOR THE STUDY OF THE H-ALPHA LINE
The primary ob;iect of this investigation is to see
^
if a
better method can be obtained for studying the H-alpha spectrum
'' Kent, Taylor and Pearson, Phvs. t.ev .
,
30
,
266 (1927).
^ Lewis, G.W., and Spedding, F.N., Phys . Kev .
,
4-3, 964 (1933).
Spedding, Shane, and Grace, Phys
.
Rev
. ,44 , 58( 1933) ; 47, 38(1955)
Vii'illiams and Gibbs, Phys . Rev
. ,
45, 475 (1934).
4
Houston, W. v., Phys . Rev., 45, 263 (1934).
oc
by usin^r a small Luimaer plate as an auxiliary spectroscope in
tandem v/ith a larger Lummer plate, a plane reflection grating
"being used to separate out the iioc from the rest of the hjrdrogen
spectrum.
PROBLSvIS EL.'COUOTERSD
A constant deviation prism is usually used with the small
Lummer plate; but it v/as discovered that the patterns formed
consisted of curved lines v/hich were due to the prisi. '..hen
the large Lummer plate is used with this curved pattern, it
gives a pattern which has lines of decreasing height and inten-
sity. Therefore a plane reflection grating was substituted for
the prism. This reduced the intensity of the light, but on the
other hand gave greater dispersion.
The difficulty entering v.ith the use of the large Lummer
plate alone was that one of the two main components of the hoc
doublet in a given order lies aLuost directly on tc; of the
other component in an ad.iacent order; while if the small Lummer
plate v/as used alone, it was difficult at liquid air temperature
to get small saddle height. Hence, the small Lummer plate v'as
used as an auxiliary spectroscope to separate these components
before entering the large plate. iiiVen this did not give the
separation necessary, therefore the problem at hand v/as to get
rid of one component of the doublet before entering the large
plate by blotting it out. This problem was at first solved by
the use of a shutter as outlined on pages 27-29.
1 .
c0
adval\^'Ages of this study
This experirient is believed to be an improvement in the
method of attack over the previous v/ork: in this field. Further,
the v;hole spectroscopic system had a greater dispersion than in-
struments used by other investigators. The resolving pov/er of
the large Lummer plate, disregarding that of the small Lummer
plate and grating used as auxiliary dispersion spectroscope, is
practically the same as the etalon used by riouston,-^ and greater
than those used by liev/is, SDedding, Shane, Grace, also Vvilliams
and Gibbs"" (See Table I, pare 6). A further advantage of this
experiment is that the pattern t-iven by the system is composed
of straight lines and therefore a long and narrov: microphotome-
ter slit can be used.
THEORY OF THE FIKS STRUCTURE OF H-ALPKA
Sommerfeld'^ was the first to give this group of lines a
5 _]
complete theoretical treatment; and since then Gordon and others
have shovTi that Sommerfeld' s fine structure formula may be deri\f-
ed from Dirac' s theory of the hydrogen atom. The spinning elec-
1 .Houston, H.V., and Hsieh, Y.M., ir^hys . Rev., £5, 265 (1934).
2 oSpedding, F.H., and Levis, G.N., Phys . Rev
. ,
43, 964 (1933).
Spedding, Shane and Grace, Phys . Rev
.
, 47 , 38 (1935).
Williams, R.G., and Gibbs, R.C., Phys . Rev
.
, 45 475 (1934).
Sommerfeld
,
Atombau iind Soe'^trallinen , P. 344.
5r.Gordon, Zeits . f. x-hyc
.
.
48
.
11 (1928).
cc
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TABLE I
1
Year Name Instrument iiesolvinp" r^ov/er
%^
i
1934 Williams and G-ibbs iiitalon 473,000
1 1934 iiouston and Hsieh EtaIon 751 , 000
1935 Spedding, Shane
and Grace Etalon 165,000
1937 *Present ^T'oerinent LiF'i'ier Plate 702,000
COi£PARISON OF HESOLVING POWER
f
1
j
Does not include the resolving pov/er of small Liunraer plate
1
and plane reflection f^ratinp; used as auxiliary spectroscope.
^ ^
0
1 2tron and auantum mechanics have introduced nev corrections in
the fine structure of the hydrogen line. I'he derivations of the
fomiulas used are out of place here; hut are taxen directly from
the ouantura mechanics for use in the calculations in order to
obtain the theoretical separations in cra."-^ (See i'ir.3) .
Khc2j^'The main energy term = - (7-1)
n'
ViThere R =
27ir^moe^
ch3
-
- 109757,42 cm. -1
(I) ?or the relativist ic change in mass v/ith velocity of the
electron, there is i^iiven for an energy correction term. :
Rhca^Z.^
, ^ 1
^
^
- L + 1/2 ^ (7-2)
splitting the original level of equation (7-1) into 'n' levels
( s,p,d,f , ) .
(II) The correction term due to the electron spin'^ is given as:
Rhca^Z'^
n^(L + 1/2) (L + 1)
combining equation (7-2) and (7-3) results:
2 ^
TArt iir . Rhea Z~ ,„,^ 1 »W» + .w^ = ^ (5/4n - L + 1 )
.
-H (L + 1/2) - 1/2
3
for j - L + 1/2
vj. ^- . v; Khca^Z"^ , „ _1 ,W = + Wg = ^ (3/4n - —
)
for j = L - 1/2
Therefore the total energy »» is eoual to Wj^ + »»' or
^»^»^ lieisenberg, W., and Jordon,
.
, k^eits . f. Phvs .
,
37_, 265
(1926)
.
^ Pauli, V.., z^eits. f. Phys
. ,
56 , 336 (1926).
cc
8M — - 5— + TT ( 5/4n - A)
V/here ±^ ~
-j^ ^ -|_
for j = L + 1/2 and A --^ for j = L - 1/2
As a result there are certain levels coincidinp, especially
those v.'ith the sane values of On substituting the values of
the constants results;
109757.42(6.55 x 10"^'^) (2 x 10^^)
,w
n'
109757.42( 6.55 x 10"^'^)(5 x 10^^) (5.505 x 10"^)(5/4n - a)
W = -
3"
2.160 X 10"^^
_^ 1.148 X 10"^^ , ^ ^
o H ^ (5/4n - ^)
n*^ n^
Fig. 1 pap:e 9, shows the fine structure of 'noc for the levels
n = 2 and n = 5 and for the various values of A. The relativis-
tic correction splits the terra into 5 levels represented by the
dashed lines L ~ 0,1,2 for n = 5 and into 2 levels L = 0,1 for
n = 2. The magnetic effect of the spinning electron splits each
of these levels, except for L — 0, into tvro and it can be shov/n^
that the energy correction terms are just the right size to
bring levels v;ith the same value of j into coincidence. These
have been dravm slightly separated for clearness; but actually
they coincide. Because of the smallness of the separation for
large values of n, only the fine structure of the level n ~ 2
has been experi'iientally determined for hydrogen. The freauency
difference of the tv/o spectral lines corresponding to the two
1 .Heisenberp-, u, and Jordon, r*., Zeits . f_. x-'hys . , 57 , 266 (1926)
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L = 2
L = 1
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-= 1/2
j - 1/2
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5/2
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3/2
1/2
n
- ?/2
^»
-^3/2
0 - 1/2 2,-S-L/2
Fig. 1
Arrangeraent of iSnergy Levels
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1
1
quantum states of the hydrof^en atom is knovm as the frequency
difference of the hydro-pen doublet /^i^ . iJ'or n — 2 this the-
oretical separation is
Al^^ (1/1 _ 1/2) ^ 0.3645 cm"!
n
Where a^ = 5.305 x 10^ and R = 109737.42 cm"^
In order to interpret the spectra we must find a set of energy
levels which five the observed spectral lines, i.e., the fre-
quency of the radiation emitted by the system when there is a
transition from one state with energy l/^i to a final state of
energy w'^. Thus: ^ V^i - li/g
h
This gives the frequency in sec""^. In spectroscopy we divide
this by c, the velocity of light to obtain the wave number.
Therefore the ' term value' T is equal to -»i//hc cm""^ and
Tg - Ti V ( in cm'l)
The lowest and most stable state has the largest tern value and
thus vie have the change in slfm here.
CALCULATION OF T AIxD V/ FOR H-ALPHA
For n - 2 and j - 1/2 , L 0 ; j 1/2 , L - 1 . he - 1.965x10"^^
_
2.160x10-11
^
1.148x10-15(3/3
_ ^
-5.40xl0"^' - .898x
10-1^
16
T = ~
'^°hc^
"^^
^ -27500.4570 cm-1 A + .4570 cm'l
Where M - -5.40 x 10"1^
" A - -27500.
1
1
1
1
*
For n - 2 and j ~ 3/2, L - 1
W = M - 1.436 X 10"^^(3/8 - 1/2) - M - .179 x lO""^^
-16
1.965 X 10
For n - 3 and j = 1/2, L = 1; j - 1/2, L - 0
^ ^
-2.160x10-^
^ 10462101^(1/4 . 1/2) = -2.40x10-1^ -
-17
T =
1.965 X 10
mere G - -2.40 x 10"^^ and B - -12210.
For n = 3 and j - 3/2, L - 2; j = 3/2, L 1
IW - G + 4.25 X 10"-'-'^(l/4 - 1/2) = G - 1.062 x lO"-^"^
T =
IvI - .179 10
:rf5— - A + .0914 cra"l
3.19X
10-"
G - 3.19 X 10"
>-16 -12210.16209 cm
-1 _
- B + .16209
G - 1.062 X 10 -17
1.965 X 10 -16
= B + .05403 cm"^
For n = 3 and j = 5/2, L - 2
W - G + 4.25 X 10~^'^(l/4 - 1/3) = G - .3550 x 10""^
T - G - .3550 X 10
-17
- B + .01801 cm-1
1.965 X 10~1^
These calculations are tabulated in Table II, pape 14.
The only possible transition of an electron fro^i one energy
state to another is fiven hv the selection rule; i.e., j changes
by 0,-1, or 1, and any violation of this rule is attributed to
the presence of an external electric or magnetic field"^. The
total Quantum mruber 'n' hes no restrictions and majr change by
white, Intro duction to .Ktomic Spectra
, pp. 149-170; 401-417
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1
1
1
i
f
any integral amount. This is represented schematically in i?ig.
2, page 13, showing the spectral lines for the fine structure of
as predicted hy the two theories.
The three original lines are from the transitions:
to ^'%/2 *° 2,2pj_/g to 5,%/^
Khile the transitions on the basis of the new theory yields two
new components. Thus:
2,2p2/2 to 3,2d3/3 and 2,^3^^^ to ^,^3^^^
The relative intensities"^ of the permitted transitions as pre-
dicted by wave mechanics are given by the numbers placed on the
arrows. (See Tig. 2, page 13.) The calculated frequencies cor-
responding to the possible transitions are listed in Table II,
page 14. Also the relative weights of the spectral lines are
listed in tnis Table, 'liie difference betv/een the center of
gravity of ( II+I+IV) and (III+V) is .320 cm"!. The other fre-
quency'' differencies are as follows:
(IV) - (I) = .108 cm-1
(III) - (V) - .108 cra'l
(II) - (IV) - .036 cm"l
These differences are sho\m on Fig. 3, page 15. The relative
height of the lines as represented in this figure correspond to
the theoretical intensities as calculated by Sommerfeld and Un-
s8ld in 1926. The heavj'- line show? the theoretical asjmimetri-
cal curves due to the components drav/n in dasher) lines.
-LjJiSonLaerfeld and Uns»ld, Zeits .f .Phys . , 36 , 259( 1926) ; 38 , 237( ' 26)
Also SchrOdinger, ii., imn. d. Phys .
,
60, 437 (1926).
And RuarkjA.E., and Urev,H.C Atoms , kolecules and *<<,uanta.
i
i
I
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r
13
r- 2e)5/E
n = 3/
V
n = 2
2/3
(I)
256/75
(IV)
768/25
-L-
(II)
lA
32/9
(V)
3
3
2d
64/9
256/15
2p
3/2
3/2
1/2
'1/2
2,2p3/2
2,2Pi/2
TllT)
Fig. 2
SPECTRAX LINiS FOR THE FH^'E STRUCTURE
(I), (II) and (III) are old components
(IV) and (V) are the new components

Table II
Line Transit ioi1 s . Differences
(I) '7. 2q q 2t) ,
^1/2 ^» -^3/2 + .09140 - B + .16209 *C-1 + .9293
/ T-r \(II) ^»^%/2 " ^'^^3/2 A + .09140 - B + .01801 C + .0734
(III) 3,^i^3/2 - 2,2Si/2 ^ + .45700 - B + .05403 0 + .4029
(III) 2»^%/2 ' ^'^^1/2 « ft tf
(IV) A + .09140 - B + .05403 C + .0374
(V) 3,^^1/2 - 2,^Si/2 A + .45700 - B + .16209 C + .20491
(V)
-2, 2p^/^ It If It
Line Intensity Approx.
frea . cm~"^
Intensity x
Approx. if'reo .
w'/^ts
.
(I) 2/3 0 .929 0 .618 0 .667
(II) 768/25 1.073 32.963 30.720
(mil 1088/45 1.403 33.921 24.178
(111)1
(IV) 256/75 1.037 3.540 3.413
(V)|
|(V)j
35/9 1.295 5.036 3.889
I
l\ote: A = -27500^ B = -12210.; C - 15290.
<I
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THE THEORY OF THE LUivUviER PLATE
The Limmer plate is an extremely ingenious device for ob-
taining narrov; interference fringes under conditions of large
retardation of path, and was originated hy 0. LuiQiner and E.
Gehrke"''. The lirht from the radiating source is made parallel
by a lens and enters a l^ng slab of plane-parallel glass at such
an angle that it meets the second surface at very nearly the
critical angle. To prevent the large loss by reflection at the
first surface v/hich v;ould occur at the very oblique ircic^ence
necessary, a small prism P (See Fig. 4.) is cemented to one sur-
face. Because of the large angle of incidence only a small por-
tion of the energy escapes along path '1', the remainder being
reflected to-and-fro within the plate, i^fter two internal re-
flections a second portion emerges alonr path '2'. The path-
difference between these two rays is nov; very large, being equal
to ytA( BA + AC) - BrC. Due to the small amount of energy v/hich
escapes at each reflection we have a large number of parellel
arithmetical progression on each side of the plate. If the
successive emergent beams '1', etc., vh.ich are parallel,
are brought to a common focus by an objective '0*, the beams
V7ill reinforce and produce bright fringes forming the patterns
t
Lumner and Gehrcke, itnn, d. Physik, 10, 457 (1903).
^ Vi/ood, R. W., Ph:^sicc.l Optics, pp. 282-287, 2nd addition (1929).
1
1
^ _ _ -
1
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FOiaviATIOL" OF LUMvIER PLkTi. FRU^GSS-TOP VIEW
€
N' on one side of the plate or il" on the other side, 'ihe tv/o
sets are identic&l and not complementary; but the pattern is
made up of straight lines. As used in this investipation the
plate is set on edge and disperses horizontally. This is shov/n
in Fig. 4.
SEPARATION BET\»E^1\ ORDERS
The development of these equations is taken from V.-illiams''"
and Wood with slie-ht alterations hy the v.-riter.
Let t = thickness of plate
M.~ refractive index
\~ a wave lenf^th
i — angle between normal to the side of the plate
and the emergent beam
r — angle between normal to the side of the plate
and the beam v;ithin the glass
The fundamental condition for reinforcement is:
Ey*At cos{r) = nA (See Eig.4) (18-1)
If sin(i) -yC«.sin(r) Then sin( r) - sin(i)^ (18-2)
From trigonometry cos(r) = (1 - sin ^(r))-'-/^ (18-3)
Substitutinf? from ecuation (18-2) in (18-3)
cos(r) = l/yc^(^^ - sin^(i))-'-/^ (18-4)
Substituting (18-4) in (18-1)
2t(^^ - sin^(i))l/2 ^ nA (18-5)
Williams, Application of mterferometry
,
pp. 95-105 (1950).
Wood, R. W., Physical Ootics
, pp. 282-287, 2nd audition (1929).
I(
Where ^ = -^ii/i^^^^imlll
Squaring X —
4t' (/^^ - sin^(i)) 4t^(^A.^- - sin^(i))
(19-1)
^2^2 - 4t2yu2 - 4t2sin2(i)
Differentiating: (19-2) v/ith i and n as variables
2n ^^An - -8t2sin( i) cos( i) Ai
But from trigonometry sin(2i)/2 = sin(i)cos(i)
Substituting (19-4) in (19-3) results:
-2t^sin( 2i) A i = n }^An
and solving for Ai
(19-2)
(19-3)
(19-4)
Ai ^ - An
2t2sin( 2i)
Putting An = 1 and the value of A from eouation (18-5) in
eouation (19-5) results in:
(19-5)
Ai = -nA^ ^ _ n A2t( ,a?-sin^(i))V^ ^ _ A(^/^
^-sinS( i))V^
2t^sin( 2i) n2t^sin( 2i) t sin(2i)
(19-6)
Therefore eauation (19-6) is the angle between successive or-
ders. Ai represents this angle and is independent of the
length of the plate, increases v/ith wave-lsngth and approaches
grazing emergence. It also varies inversely as the thickness
of the plate.
DISPERSION
Differentiating eouation (19-2) v/ith respect to ' A * and
considering the refractive index 'y^ ' also as a variable:
(
20
m
j
et^ytxj^
- 8t2sin(i)cos(i)^ = 2^^^ (2C-1)
4t2^-^ - 2t2sin(2i)-^ = n^A (20-E)
Solving (20-2) for
^T" results:
-jr= "l^^r.f^ (20-3)c)A 2t^sin(2i)
Substituting A from eauation (19-1) in (20-3)
2. 2 r 4t2( M? - sin2(i) )
\
~~
2t^sin( 2i)
K _ 4t2/L-^ - 4t^( /x? - sin^d))
M ^ 2t^/lsin(2i)
Asin(2i)
Equation (20-4) is the dis'oersion which is shown to be indepen-
dent of the size and shape of the olate. It depends only upon
the optical properties of the plate '/^'> the wave-length 'A'
and the angle of emergence.
RESOLVING P0V.13R
If A i in ecuation (lG-6) and /\ i in eouation (20-3) are
set eoual to each other, v;e then can solve for aX , the range
of the plate v:ithout overlap, i.e., to say AX is the difference
of the v/ave-length v;hich a coraponent line in any order raust
have so that it coincides with the -nain fringe of the next order.
2 ?
)
From eouation (20-3) Al = " ^ x aA
2t'^sin(2i)
i
21
Jrom eauation (19-6) Z^i = - n
2t^sin( 2i)
or
2 iii
2t^sin (2i) 2t^sin( 2i)
Solving for
-n :i^(2t^sin( 2i) )
(2t^sin(2i)) [4t^^ -
n
(21-1)
Equation (21-1) e-ives the range of the plate without overlap,
that is, the difference between the component line and the main
fringe of the next order. In i'ig.4, if LIN he the wave front
and the width of the beam entering the telescope lens '0' then,
^cos(i) - L cos(i). Viliere L is the length of the plate, the
angle A i between the central maximum and the first minimum for
a beam of this V7idth is:
IAi -
L cos(i)
(21-2)
Rearranging eouation (21-1) and substituting (19-4) gives:
A
^
_
2}</U'^
-2yOL^+ 2 sin^(i) A/^ - sin^(i)
/l2- cos( i) sin( i) ^cos( i) sin( i)
h = -
sin( (21-3)
(
22
Substituting Al from eouation (21-2) in (21-3)
is the
resolving pov/er of the LunairLer plate. However, this is onl3.?' true
at grazing emergence, since }i = A/l cos(i), that is, only
when the amplitude is uniform over the v/ave front LIN. The re-
solving power of the large Lummer plate is given in Table I,
page 6.
It was necessary to use a source which vjould produce the
Balmer lines v/ith the greatest possible intensity relative to
the secondary spectrum and v.'hich would give the narrovj^est possi-
ble lines. The first reauirement v;as met by the use of a "iiiood"^
tube, while the second v/as attained by cooling the capillary by
liquid air.
The 'wood tube was of pyrex glass 36 cm lonf^ (See Fig. 5)
and 1 cm in diameter, xhe discharge v/as maintained by a trans-
former v/ith 30,000 volts on the secondary or at the terrainals
of the tube. Hydrogen v/as formed by the electrolytic process
and adraitted to the tube through stop -cocks . The correct pres-
sure in the tube v/as obtained by means of a Hyvac pump and mea-
sured by a ivicLeod gaup"e
.
Wood, R.vj., Proc
.
sxoy . Soc . London, ^ 97_, 455 (1920).
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
Source of iiadiation
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RADIATION
W - wood Tube
T - kercury Trap (Liouid air cooled)
M - McLeod Gnuge
G- - Mirror
N - Mirror for viewing heipht of liauid air around capillary
- Aluminum electrodes
^1* ^2 ^3 " ^"top -cocks
B - High voltage Transformer
P
- Pinewood block used as liquid air trough
(
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The center of the tube exhibits the Balmer series, v;ith the
secondary spectrum reduced to 1/50 of its usual intensitj^ v/hen
the pressure v/as held at or belov; such a value that the positive
column striations were evident. Ihe secondary spectrum is due
to molecular h^'droe-en and the Balmer spectrum to that of atomic
hydrogen. Viith a very weak current the secondary spectrum is
fairly strong while the Balmer lines are weak or absent. In-
crease of current strength weakens the secondary spectrum v/hich
passes through a minimum of intensity; as the current increases
the Balmer lines increase steadily in intensity. Ihis is due
to the fact that molecular hydrogen is reformed as rapidly as
it is broken down into atomic hydrogen, in the case of a feeble
exciting current. jn.s the current strength increases, the pro-
portion of atomic hydrogen becoiies greater, the secondary spec-
trum becomes relatively v/eaker and the Balmer lines becoiae
stronger. This, however, does not go on indefinitely, for pre-
sently, with further increase of current, the secondary spec-
trum begins to brighten and both spectra increase in intensity
at about the se ne rate. Then by producing a higher vacuum the
secondary heclns to weaken and falls to about 1/50 of its orig-
inal intensity. Visual observation shows that the vddth of the
lines decreases v/ith decreasing current density. Since, accord-
ing to Kood''" , the potential appliec^ to the tube is alviays suffi-
cient to dissociate the hydropen, the walls of the tube and the
^ vKOOd, R. «<
. ,
Roy. tSoc. Proc. ^ 97, 455 (19E0).
{
1
1
i
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electrodes act as a catalj'"ser, and almost instantaneously change
the ato:'nic hydrogen back into molecular hydrogen; then a high
vacuum must be maintained to offset this reaction if the Bp.lTier
lines are to be strong.
SPECTROSCOPIC SYSTEM;!
A diagrammatic sketch of the spectroscopic s.ystem is shown
in Fig. 6, page 26, Two Lumjner plates are used in tandem. The
first Lummer plate,
,
v/ith a thickness of 0,4827 cm, length
13,1 cm, and width 1.45 cm is placed on a specially constructed
holder which has three legs. This holder rests upon the plat-
form of a Hilgsr constant deviation spectroscope constructed es-
pecially for it. The Lum.ier plate L-j^
,
disperses horizontally,
and is so mounted that it could be moved about a vertical axis
through ver3^ small horizontal distances, only one beam from L-^
was used, the other being cut off by a screen '0'.
In place of the constant deviation prism, a plane reflect?ion
grating was used in order to get a strairht line pattern of the
Ea: line coming from the L^am-ier plate L-|_.
A shutter"'' was used as an auxiliary slit at the point Sp
,
(Fig. 6) of the second spectroscope. This spectroscope held the
large Lummer plate, L^, v;hich has a thickness of 0.99 63 cm, a
length of 30.0 cm, and width of 3.98 cm. This plate v/as placed
in a specially constructed case of bress v/ith holes at the top
where the temperature could be taken, and v/as arranged so that
Originated by Dr. 1^. A. Kent, (1936), See page 27.
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Fig. 6
ARRANGEIvIElNPr OF SPECTROSCOPES
^1
G -
F
Si
D -
0 -
Vacuum tube (Source)
h 1„ - lenses6
- Small LuniTier Plate
- Large Luimaer Plate
Plane reflection grating
- Red filter for 'da.
- Focal plane of Ig
- Slit of Spectroscope
- Special shutter
Direct vision spectroscope
Opaque screen

it dispersed horizontally also. the focal plane of lens 6,
is the camera box and an ocular for viev/in^^ the pattern visually.
The light from the end of the tube was passed through a K.
R. Pyrometer red filter of pyrex glass 5Z>% No. 241 and 4.37 ram
thick. This filter isolated the 11 line eliminating all ex-
traneous lipht. Lens Ig is a compound monochromat, made by
Bausch and Lamb, the field being flat to v/ithin a small frac-
tion of a rmn over a central region 5 era in diameter.
The photographic plates used were especially made by East-
man Kodak Co., for exposure in the Hoc region. They are knovm.
as i.o.l44-F and developed by iiiastman formula D-19.
AUXILIARY SliUTTER
In place of the usual slit used on the spectroscope of the
'large Lummer plate, a shutter was constructed that had alter-
nate black and clear spaces on a piece of lantem slide glass.
This shutter was made by photop-raphing the pattern produced by
the small Lumaer plate at the focus Sg of the telescooe of the
grating spectroscope. This photographic plate was then develop-
ed, and the region which was to be used magnified 50 times and
again photographed on a large piece of photographic paper. On
this positive were pasted black and white strips of paper cover-
ing alternately parts of the tv;o components of the main line as
shovm in Fig. 8, page 28. This was then rephotographed and re-
duced to the norraal size on a lantern slide. Vi/hen this shutter
was placed as the slit on the spectroscope of the large Lummer
plate and illuminated, a pattern was obtained as shov/n in Fig. 9.
(
28
^ 11 II y V V
Fig. 7
Pattern given by small l-uiiimer plate, (a) one component, (b)
the other co:n^onent "of fie doublet.
Ill I I
1 1 1 1 I
J'ig. 8
*M* black strips of paper and 'N* white strips of paper
pasted on enlarpied photograDh of the oattern.
mil
III I
i'ig. 9
Pattern obtained without either Luraner plate. This is
celled the shutter.
a
Imm
Fip. 10
Shutter shovm on oattern formed by small Lummer plate, 'a'
one component, 'b' other component, '0' opaoue region.
__J
o
If, then, the small Lummer plate v/as put in and throv/n upon
the shutter, one component of the doublet was ad^nitted through
at the top and cut out at the bottom, alternately throughout the
entire region as shov.T. in ITig. 10, page 28. 'a' represents one
component of the doublet, the other component and '0' the
black space due to the shutter, so that either a left or ri^ht
component would be free for photographing. This v/ill be dis-
cussed more fully under experiraental procedure.
TMvIPERATURi; Ai.'D VIBRATION CONTROL OF THE OPTICAL SYSTIM
To obtain full resolving power and constant patterns of a
well constructed Lummer plate, the surface must be clean and
free from grease and the plate must be at a constant tempera-
ture; also vibrations cause the pattern to shift on the auxil-
iary shutter.
To eliminate the latter difficulty, the entire optical sys-
tem was placed upon a concrete table four inches thick and hav-
ing four concrete and brick lep-s each neasuring twelve by tv/en-
ty-two inches, imbedded in sawdust.
In order to keep the temperature of the Lummer plates con-
stant, the whole spectroscopic system was enclosed in a double
walled casing made of building paper; and a heating circuit was
constructed as shovm in i'ir. 11, page 30. a mercury thermostat
v/as placed near the side of the large Lumner plate Lg . This
operated an electromagnet which controlled the heating circuit.
The resistance R v/as set so that about 0.4 of an ampere flowed
through the magnet of relay Rg when relay R-j_ was closed, thereby

//<^a///7f Co// A/o. Z.
Fig. 11
DIAGRAivI OF iiSATIlNiG CIRCUIT
R-j^ - Mercury thermostatic relay
R2 - Mercur.y relay nap-net ic ally controlled
R - Resistance in circuit
M - Electromaf?net
A - Aroeter
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causing a positive break of the heating circuit, kelay R-j^ v;as
set at 26.7°C. and when the temperature rose to this value it
cut off the heating. Thus there was an oscillation of tempera-
ture of about 0.1 to 0.5 of a degree throughout a full run. or
exposure
EXPSREvIELviTAL PROCEDURE
The usual procedure vies follov;ed in lining up the spectro-
scopic system and focus&ing the slits 3-^ and Sg. (Eig. 6, page
26.) The small Lummer plate was turned through a horizontal
distance to give the size of pattern desired. The grating G v;as
rotated by means of the tangent screw attached to the table up-
on which it rested until the pattern entered lens 1^. Both the
grating and the Lummer plate had to be readjusted alternately
several times until the maximum intensity for that particular
size of pattern was obtained. Finally the grating v/as adjusted
for perpendicularity in both directions. V/ith conditions of
greatest efficiency and maximum intensity of both the small
Liommer plate and grating, attention was then directed to adjust-
ing the shutter to fit this size of pattern for which it v/as
originally designed. The shutter V;jas aoved horizontally by
screv/ 'a' and through an angle about a horizontal line by means
of screw ' c' and 'd'. Fig. 12, page 32. After it was arranged
so as to free one component at the bottom and eliminate it at
the top it was fastened in place by means of screw 'e' . Ihen
This sj'-tem v/as hov/ever not used, because the temperature re-
mained almost constant without it.
1

i i\>l>\>\'mil'i>iili'
mil
a
"mm
Fig. 12
SI-rUTTER HOLDER
a, c, d and e are adjusting screv/s
f - Shutter
s - Slit jaws
1(
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the telescope and plate holder of the large Luirnner plate v/as
shifted over to the correct position and clamped. The small
Lirmner plate was so sensitive to temperature changes that ad-
justments had to be made before each exposure.
The shutter and the 'n.^ pattern had to be parallel to the
vertical face of the big Lummer plate, else the pattern friven
by the latter v:ould contain patches of lines that decreased in
height snd intensity. This is shovvTi in photograph No.LS-lS.
OPERATIONS FOR PHOTOGRAPHING THE PATTERN UNDER LIQUID AIR
CONDITIONS
The current in the secondary circuit vras maintained con-
stant and the capillary submerged in liquid air during an ex-
posure. The pressure was held at about 0.11 m^i of mercury with
the secondary spectrum almost eliminated. The spectrum was ob-
served constantly by means of a constant deviation spectroscope
to see that the secondary spectrum v^as of very low intensity.
The time of exposure, pressure and secondary current varied for
different plates as can be seen on examining Table III. The red
filter as previously described v;as used on all exposures and
the time of developing the plates varied from six to five min-
utes.
The liouid air tube v/as made out of a block of light pine
vraod, the inside being hollowed out so that there v;as about 1 cir.
clearance around the capillary and the window of the tube pro-
jected at the end about 3 cm. The entire block v/a& covered
with a coating of glyptol thereby adding to the efficiency of
i
i
•
1
c
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the coolinp sj/'sten and at the same time savinp in the use of li-
quid air.
COMPim^G OF DATA AImD PHOTOGRAPHS
Discussion
Table III gives plates that are sho\\TL in enlarged photo-
graphs on pages 36-40. Plate L2-4 shov/F the pattern produced
by the small Lum;ner plate. The separation of the doublet is
clearly seen. This plate v/as used to make shutter i.o.l. Shut-
ter No. 2 v/as made from a similar pattern produced by the small
Lummer plate, but a larger pattern was used. Plate L2-7 com-
pared with Ll-12 and L2-12 shov/s the presence of more groups
due to the different size of shutters and L2-13 also illus-
trates the effect obtained v/hen the shutter is not parallel V7ith
the pattern foimed by the small Lummer plate. L2-15 shov/s vis-
ually the doubling effect produced "by the system, belov-, the
left component is free and above, the right component is free.
On Ll-17, the shorter is unmasked belov/. On the right hand
pattern at the top there appears to be a third component. How-
ever, this is not an a1 plate because the shutter is not in the
correct position.
In L2-18, the shorter \^ is uniaasked above, and longer
belov/ appears to have structure at the left of the rirfit
group. The patterns are v/ell marked and separated. There is
,
seen visually asjTiiietry to the ric'ht for group tv/o . This shows
distinctly that ^' gives one proup of lines in larger Lumiier
plate and X" gives another group of lines. This appearance of
ICw
TABLIi; III
Date Plate
i\'o
.
C-'\rrent
ma/cm^
j^xpo sure
time
Vacuum,
(mn of H«?)
Chart.cter of
soectrijnn
iahutter
No
.
1/11 L2-4 26.0 25 sec. .10 medium none
1/27 L2-7 26.0 40 min
.
.10 heavy 1
3/9 Ll-12 26.0 40 " .10 faint 2
3/29 L2-15 27.0 56 " .10 medium 2
5/9 L2-13 29 .0 40 " .10 hea.Yy 2
4/2 Ll-17 30.0 41 " .11 faint 2
4/2 L2-18 30.0 40 " .12 medium 2
4/2 L3-19 40.0 24 " .10 faint none
4/5 L2-20 32.0 4 " .10 heavy ti
4/6 L2-23 33.0 74 " .10 medium 2
4/13 L3-26 29.0 68 " .14 medium none*
TABUIATIOK OF PLATES
All elates ta^-cen with liouid air exceDt L2-4
.
L3-26 v/as made v/ith the mirror substituted for the grating.
c
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the groups beinp fomec". at the top of the pattern v.here there
was no shutter inspired the photographing of L3-19 v.dthout the
\
shutter, and the rroupina* ap^eareci as alluded to above. '
LS-25 illustrates the effect produced v/hen the tv'o patterns
j
1
are at a slirht anrle vith each otner. ^ partial ring svstein
is formed. L2-20 is talcen ivithout the small Lummer plate and ?
I
shov7s clearly the breadth of the lines, vAiich is a very good
|
indication that the component of one order overlaps the main
;
fringe of the next order giving definite proof that the large ,
\
Lummer plate could not be used alone. I
MICROPHOTOLIETER CURVES
The microphotometer curves shov.Ti on pages 42 and 43 are an
I
exact tracing of the photographic negatives produced at the
|
Jefferson Isboratories from plates L2-7 and L3-26 respectively.
j
The slit of the micro ohotometer ran along the region marked a-b
j
at the top of the plate L2-7, a region in V7hich the shutter was '
not present. This same structure is observed at other corres-
pond inp olaces on the plate, but with insufficient density to
j
give a good curve. On L2-26 the slit ran from the center cover-
ing A;', X; , ^"2'
!
As has been explained before, the shorter v;ave length ^' |
appears in a series of orders in the pattern of the larger Lum- 1
mer Dlate, similarly with ^" the longer v/ave-langth component
j
of the doublet. Point 'A' marks on tracing l^'o.l the maximum
intensity of the /I" group, the intensity of the different or-
j
ders falline* off in both directions, that to the richt not ap-
;
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pearing "because the end of the plate comes too soon.
On microphotoiTieter tracing i-.o.l, the components ^' and yL"
are involved in the region of 'p' to '1* and probably produce
the asymmetry on the right of ^' . The peaks appearing at 'a*
and continuing to 'g', omitting peak 72.5, belong to another
series . The relative intensities of each line in the groups
and the positions of maximum intensities are marked directly on
the tracing. From a rraph plotted betv/een these Quantities
(see graph i'^o.l) it is clear that the points fall on three dis-
tinct curves; taking into account the relative positions of
these three curves, it is evident that it is the component
"Which produces the third curve.
Microphotometer tracing rio . 2, made from plate L3-26 shows
X^li /I'l' ^'^^ A "2' ^"iisre the subscript denotes corresponding
orders of the first Lumiaer plate. From point 'a' to ' d' , the
Lummer plate lines are asymmetric due no doubt to the superposi-
tion of /I on X" • -^"t' "the points 'e' to 'm' there is asymme-
try due to the combination of and ; from 'n' to 't' the
asjnnmetry is probably due to the sud erDos ition of ^" and
The rraph of the microphotometer tracing ko. 2, shovm on graph
No. 2 shov/s clearly that there are four distinct curves. Bv ex-
II
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trapolation the maximum of the component X"" lies to the left
of ^" and that of X"' "^"^^^ left of \' . This agrees v/ith
^) the theory. The praph of the components are c istinct in them-
selves, because the measured differences in mm., between maxi-
mum peaks in each series bears a definite relationship to that
particular series. Therefore the graphs are not continuous as
v:ould be expected if no other line entered,
REbLLTS
The use of the Lummer plate as an auxiliary spectrof^raph
in series with a larfer Lummer plete, both dispersing in the
same horizontal plane and a plane reflection grating located be-
tween the two Lummers to further disperse the lines, furnishes
a means by which the fine structure of 11^ can be studied more
readilj?-.
In the groups of X' and X" there appear no ghosts, be-
cause the Lummers used were free of them. This v/as to be expec-
ted, for Kent, Taylor and Pesrson used them in a crossed system
and proved experimentally that they were absent. The grating
does not possess ghosts of sufficient intensity to appear on the
pattern, and furthermore the s6-ue pattern was obtained when a
plane aluminized mirror war used in place of the grating.
Therefore it can be stated conclusively that this arrange-
ment of the Lujoimer plates and grating furnishes a very encourag-
^ ing method for studying the comoonents of the H-alpha doublet
and any other line of composite nature, bince this method has
now been opened up for studying fine structure in this manner,
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there are some i-iproveaents which aiay be as v.orthy of beinp
tried out. First, the lipht from the discharge tube could be
passed through a constant deviation prism and the lip-ht from the
line selected passed through the s-nall Lummer plate spectrograph
and the final pattern obtained from the large Lummer plate spec-
trograph. Finally the tv:o plates might be set one behind the
other in one spectrograph, thus eliminating tvra lenses. Further,
if the small Lummer plate gave a pattern characterized by a
greater separation of the components and less separation between
the orders it would be easier to search for /l"' . One should
thus have instead of XX' a'x'
order i >!-'-'
the follov.dng:- ^ ^ ^
order >i '^^i
which would give greater separation of the groups formed in the
pattern of the larger Lummer plate. The largest orders obtained
from the small Lummer plate shoul:! be used.
The greatest impetus to modern physical research came in
Bohr* s viell knov/n theory of the hj^-drogen atom, although this
theory broke dcv/n in its details, when applied to the heavier
elements, it j'-ielded, with Sommerfeld' s modification, good quan-
titative agreement with all experrmental observations oT hydro-
gen itself. The Quantitative feature of Sommerfeld-Uns?51d'
s
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modified forra of the Bohr theory, which involves the resolution
of apparent single lines into several 'fine structure' compon-
ents v/as thought at one tine never to he tested adeouately for
lines caused by the hifh velocity of hydrogen atoms moving in
the region of the excited discharge (Doppler effect). Simple
gas kinetic theory indicates that the atomic velocities and
hence the blurring should be less with deuterium than with or-
dinary hydrogen and therefove more easily resolved because of
the smaller Doppler effect for the heavier atom. Thus, the re-
cent investigators have turned to deuterium rather than ordinary
hydrogen to test the fine structure theory of hydrogen.
Not completely satisfied that a better method could not be
found for studying the fine structure of ordinary hydrogen, ur.
trum with the Lummer plate as an auxiliary spectrograph in ser-
ies with a larger Lummer plate. Since this had never been done,
this study v/as m^de and the results showed surprising possibili-
ties for obtaining fine structure of this line and furthermore
opened up a larger field of hyperfine structure of the lines of
other el erne nt s
.
One important advantage of this system is that greater dis-
persion is obtained since both instruraents ere dispersing in a
horizontal plane, as a result one line of the doublet formed
by the small Lummer plate gave one group of lines in the larger
Lummer plate pattern and the other line of the doublet gave an-
hydrogen. cue to overlapping and blurring of the component
Kent presented the idea to me that I should study the spec-

other proup. Hence both components could be studiec? separately-
even without the use of the shutter.
A further advantage of this system is that the pattern
fomed is comDosed of straight lines snd therefore a lonr and
narrov; mici-ophoto "iieter slit coul5. be used. Therefore the micro-
photometer curves obtained are composed of smooth lines and no
approximations are necessary to correct for plate grain or ir-
regular curves.
In conclusion ve feel iustified in stating that the study
of the H-alpha line by using a Lummer plate as an auxiliary
spectrograph in tandem wdth a larger Lummer plate offers tremen-
dous possibilities of studying the third component of the doub-
let with a possibilitj'' of even shomng the fourth under improved
conditions
.
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